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UPCOMING EVENTS
(www.pslara.org)

Sept 18, 2019

SLC ARES—EOC

Sept 19, 2019

CW Training Net
Ragchew,tech/trade net

Sept 23, 2019

CW Training Net
Sept 25, 2019
2X4 DX Group Mtg.
PSLARA Diner
PSLARA Member Mtg.
Sept 26, 2019
CW Training Net
Ragchew,tech/trade net
Sept 30, 2019
CW Training Net
October 3, 2019
CW Training Net
Ragchew,tech/trade net
October 5, 2019
PSLARA Breakfast
October 7, 2019
CW Training Net
October 9, 2019
2X4 DX Group Mtg.
PSLARA Board Mtg.
October 10, 2019
CW Training Net
Ragchew,tech/trade net
October 14, 2019
CW Training Net

PSLARA BEACON

SEPTEMBER-OCTOBER 2019

Port St Lucie Amateur Radio Association

SEPTEMBER GENERAL MEMBERSHIP MEETING: Our next membership meeting is
Wednesday, September 25, 2019, 7:30PM at St. Andrew Lutheran Church, 295 NW Prima
Vista Blvd, Port Saint Lucie. We meet in the church fellowship hall on the north side of
church property. Plenty of parking is available in the adjacent lot and grass area.

This month’s program is ATTIC ANTENNAS. HOA communities are more the norm
these days. Many Hams ask “How do I get on HF without an outside antenna? Come
share your experiences or learn solutions from our antenna experts. If you have pictures
of your attic antennas, please email to info@pslara.com. See you there. 73
HURRICANE
DORIAN RELIEF

Eagles Wings Disaster Relief needs two more
laptops for HF communications (Winlink
etc.) in the Abacos, Bahamas. It's a dire dismal situation over there. John, KK4SHF is
working with Eagles Wings Disaster Relief
Foundation out of WPB https://ewfrelief.org/
They are flying weekly with supplies to Marsh
Harbour and need communications between
towns. Cooper Town Port is now open. Other
towns have too much debris and wreckage.
They are also in need of relief for Ham Radio
operators in weeks ahead for a week or 10
days at a stretch. Understand there is plenty of
security, they have clean water and food, but
not much else. Figure minimal comforts.
If you can afford to give or need an excuse to
get a new laptop or would like to help, please
contact John, KK4SHF (772-.349-5566)

PSLARA conducts VE license
testing sessions ten times per
year at the St. Lucie Co. Emergency Operations Center,
15305 W. Midway Road, Fort
Pierce, FL. Pre-registration is not necessary at
our test sessions. Walk-ins are always welcome. Email : Testing@PSLARA.com for more
info. NO TESTING IN OCTOBER.

Next Testing: Saturday, November 9,
2019 at 8:30 AM, St. Lucie County Emergency Operations Center, Midway Rd.
The PSLARA Board of Directors and VE Team
send our congratulations to the following individuals who recently earned their Technician
licenses.
Brant Elkind, KN4WRC - Technician
Dustin Dunn, KN4WRD - Technician
Ryan Rosenberg, KN4WRE - Technician

PORT ST LUCIE AMATEUR RADIO ASSOCIATION (PSLARA)

PSLARA membership is comprised of licensed amateur radio operators and persons interested
in the "ham" radio hobby. PSLARA’s purpose is to promote Amateur Radio as a hobby. Accordingly, the goals of PSLARA are to further the exchange of information and cooperation among
members, to promote radio knowledge, fraternalism, and individual operating efficiency. We aim
to conduct club meetings, programs and activities in a manner that advances the general interest
and welfare of Amateur Radio. The Association is also dedicated to providing emergency communications as a public service in the event of a local or national emergency. More information
about the PSLARA can be found on our website. (www.pslara.org)
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PSLARA
Slow CW
Practice Net
(PCN)

If you are not a member of ARES,
please contact Paul Horner, W4ISZ
(w4isz@outlook.com) for information.

NEXT MEETING is Wednesday, Sep- PSLARA operates two repeaters: The
tember 18th, at the SLC EOC, 15305 2-meter repeater is at 146.955 MHz,
W Midway Road, Fort Pierce.
while the 70-cm repeater is at 443.650
MHz. The PL tone for both repeaters
is 107.2 Hz. Our weekly Ragchew,
ARES activates for Dorian
Please join Paul, W4ISZ, and the crew
Traders and Tech Net is held on the
at 6:30 pm Mondays and Thursdays.
VHF repeater each Thursday at 7:30
On Monday Sept 2nd at 0900 HRS
Check in at 6:30 PM on the PSLARA 2p.m. All licensed amateur radio operaSLC ARES volunteers deployed to
meter repeater, 146.955 MHz, PL Tone
tors are encouraged to participate in
Emergency Operations Center
107.2, or EchoLink.
this open net. Our 2-meter repeater
(W4ISZ), Special Needs(KD4SPW).
Lakewood Park(KC0KAC), Westwood EchoLink Node:644473-K4PSL-L ).
You can also check in early using
HS(KN4GYM), Ft. Pierce Central HS
CW at 6:15 PM on 40 meters (7.121
FUSION LINK REQUEST
(KS4PB), and Treasure Coast HS
Mhz). After all check-ins are acknowlAt the Ft. Pierce Hamfest, Craig
(W4RJP) shelters, Martin Memorial
edged we QSY to 7.121 MHz. Paul will
Jerome, K4CPJ, Treasure Coast DigiEmergency Center St. Lucie West
send practice sentences in CW. After
tal University requested that the
(W4EVH) & Tradition Medical Center
each sentence we return to 146.955 to
PSLARA consider activating our VHF
(AI4TT). ARES ended operations at
discuss results.
FUSION repeater for linking with other
1500 HRS on Tuesday, Sept 3rd,
FUSION repeaters in the area. Fusion
2019. The St. Lucie County repeater
The CW net is open to everyone wantis not currently active on the PSLARA
(147.240) was linked to the Port St.
ing to learn or polish their CW sending
VHF repeater. PLEASE GIVE US
Lucie Amateur Radio Assn. repeater
and receiving skills. With a little pracYOUR INPUT ON THIS REQUEST.
(146.955) and used during the event.
tice hams of any age can enjoy this fun
SARNET was also active. ARES per- (info@ pslara.com)
and essential mode of communication.
formed with its usual high excellence.
Have a desire
to learn CW or brush up on your receiving and send skills?

Amateur Radio
Emergency Service® (ARES)

Hurricane Dorian Relief
Check-in Frequency

For the aero scanning enthusiasts,
check out the following link:
https://www.broadcastify.com/listen/
feed/31235/web. This is reported to
ARES is an organization of trained,
be the Bahamas Relief Check-in Frequalified, and credentialed Amateur
Radio operators who augment and sup- quency of 136.375 MHz.
port vital communications on behalf of
the public during emergencies and dis- If you have a decent antenna, another
asters. The Amateur Radio Emergency option is to program 136.375 MHz
directly into your scanner. Reportedly,
Service, through its volunteer radio
it can be copied live in much of
communicators, strives to be an effective partner in emergency and disaster the South Florida area.
response, providing public service partners at all levels with radio communica- One caution, expect to encounter lots
tions expertise, capability, and capacity. of dead air time.

2X4 DX
GROUP

Have an inter-

est in DXing?
Working on your DXCC or WAC? Join
the 2X4 DX Group!
The group meets at 9:00 AM on the
2nd and 4th Wednesday of the month
at St. Andrew Lutheran Church, 295
NW Prima Vista Blvd, Port St.
Lucie. Meetings are held in the small
meeting room on the west side of the
main church building. Visitors are always welcome.
For more information about the 2X4
DX Group please contact Don,
WY5I@bellsouth.net.
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UPCOMING DX & SPECIAL EVENT
STATIONS FROM THE ARRL
NAURU, C2. Operators will be QRV as
C21WW, 9/16--9/25 on 160 to 10 meters on CW, SSB, RTTY, and FT8.
QSL via YL2GN. DX MOST WANTED
#55
SOMALIA, 6O. Ken, LA7GIA will be
QRV as 6O7O 9/14—9/28 on 160 to 10
meters mostly CW, some SSB and FT8
on 1 or 2 bands. QSL via M0OXO. DX
MOST WANTED #60
CHAD, TT. Jean Louis, ZS6AAG is
QRV as TT8JLH, N'Djamena until
10/14 in his spare time on 20 meters
using SSB. QSL to home call. DX
MOST WANTED #75

SPECIAL EVENT STATIONS
09/20/2019 | Plano Balloon Festival
Sep 20-Sep 22, 1800Z-2100Z, W5P,
Plano, TX. Lucas Amateur Radio Club
and Plano Amateur Radio Klub. 14.307
7.255. QSL. Stan Starks, 732 Eagle
Lake Ct., Allen, TX 75002. FT8 operation is also planned. Some SSB and
FT8 operation is likely before and after
the event. Check spotting networks for
our active frequencies and modes.
www.qrz.com/db/w5p
09/21/2019 | Remembering Chiricahua Apache Warrior Geronimo
Sep 21, 1600Z-2100Z, K7T, Tucson,
AZ. Oro Valley ARC. CW: 14.040
7.035; SSB: 14.250 7.200. Certificate.
Email qsl@tucsonhamradio.org, for, na,
certificate. No paper QSL's please. tucsonhamradio.org

EASTERN KIRIBATI, T32. Ken,
KH6QJ is QRV as T32AZ on Kiritimati
Island, IOTA OC-024, until 9/24. QSL to 09/21/2019 | Blue Ridge Bonanza
Sep 21, 1400Z-2100Z, W4CA, Roahome call. DX MOST WANTED #100
noke, VA. Roanoke Valley ARC.
TONGA, A3. Heli, DD0VR will be QRV 14.260 7.260. QSL. Roanoke Valley
as A35JY 9/16--9/21 on the HF bands
ARC, P.O. Box 2002, Roanoke, VA
24009. Commemorating the beginning
using SSB. QSL to home call. DX
of construction of the Blue Ridge ParkMOST WANTED #104
way in September,1935. A 469 mile
SWAZILAND, 3DA. Pista, HA5AO will scenic road running along the spine of
be QRV as 3DA0AO from 9/16—9/ 30. the Blue Ridge Mountains through VirActivity will be on 80 to 10 meters using ginia and North Carolina.
CW, RTTY and FT8. QSL to home call. www.W4CA.org
DX MOST WANTED #127
09/28/2019 | Grand Canyon Centennial Event Sep 28-Oct 6, 0701ZMARIANA ISLANDS, KH0. Harry,
0700Z, K7G, Grand Canyon, AZ.
JG7PSJ will be QRV as WH0RU from
Saipan Island, IOTA OC-086, 9/15—
Northern Arizona DX Association.
9/22. Activity will be on 40 to 10 meters 14.225 14.074 7.175 7.074. Certificate
using CW, SSB and RTTY. QSL direct & QSL. Jack Lunsford, P.O. Box 3840,
to home call. DX MOST WANTED #169 Flagstaff, AZ 86004. Celebrating Grand
Canyon National Park Centennial 1919From The Daily DX, the OPDX Bulletin, 2019 from Historic Desert View Watchtower www.nadxa.com
425 DX News, DXNL, QST Contest
Corral & ARRL Contest Calendar &
WA7BNM web sites.

ARRL Contest and DXCC Rules
Now Prohibit Automated Contacts
ARRL has incorporated changes to
the rules for all ARRL-sponsored contests and DXCC, prohibiting automated contacts and requiring that an
actual operator is initiating and carrying out a contact. These changes
also apply to Worked All States
(including Triple Play and 5-Band
WAS), Fred Fish W5FF Memorial,
and VUCC awards. The changes are
effective immediately and affect the
rules for both HF contests, and VHF/
UHF contests as well as DXCC.
A resolution at the July ARRL Board
of Directors meeting pointed to
"growing concern over fully automated contacts being made and
claimed" for contest and for DXCC
credit. The rules now require that
each claimed contact include contemporaneous direct initiation by the operator on both sides of the contact.
Initiation of a contact may either be
local or remote.

What is the generally accepted 2meter calling frequency for single
sideband operation?
A. 144.100 MHz
B. 146.520 MHz
C. 144.525 MHz
D. 144.200 MHz
Answer will be revealed at the next
PSLARA meeting.

PSLARA BEACON
vehicles specially for portable use.
Peter Parker, VK3YE is from Australia and is well known for his many amateur radio publications, webpage, and
Daily Antenna blog. Please visit his
webpage (vk3ye.com). Peter’s outstanding books are available on AMAZON.

HF PORTABLE THE SIMPLE
WAY
One of the most enjoyable facets of
amateur radio is operating portable.

There is no denying the effectiveness
of such stations in earning high contest scores or setting microwave records.
Another approach to portable operating emphasizes low cost, low power
and quick setup. It won't win contests
but there are other benefits. 'Minimum
QRP', as I sometimes call it has a
'grab and go' spontaneity with little
preparation or setup time required.
And there's a certain beauty and satisfaction in getting good results from
simplicity.

Location
If escaping interference or antenna
size restrictions at home, any open
area such as a park or beach will be
worthwhile. However some sites are
better than others for various reasons.

I also prefer HF portable over VHF and
UHF. For several reasons. VHF and
UHF are generally quieter and yield
fewer contacts. And, especially on
SSB, few progress much beyond a
signal report. HF, particularly the lower
You may live in an area plagued with
bands, is more congenial. My home
electrical interference, antenna space
location also plays a role; being a
restrictions or dwell in an 'RF hole'. In
such cases, portable operation gets you short walk to water but some distance
contacts not possible from home. While from hills further adds to HF's appeal.
not a substitute for proper RFDS or Marine equipment, amateur radio can add You may be different. If you're more
to the enjoyment of the trip on holidays technical, more elevated but less conand excursions. And the portable com- versational, then VHF / UHF / micromunications capability may be useful in waves may hold more interest. LongThings to think about when
distance VHF, UHF and particularly
emergencies.
choosing a site include:
microwave contacts can make up in
quality what they lack in quantity.
Philosophy & Objectives
* Availability of tall trees with branches
A weighty heading. But it's worth thinkin the clear (for supporting HF wire
This is especially if made on homeing about before you set off. Why are
antennas)
you going? What do you want to get out made equipment; something more
common in the gigahertz range. For
of it? And will the results be worth the
* Availability of fences or metal railings
chance of getting cold, wet, sunburnt or this article I'll guess that you want to
(for earthing and tying telescopic ango portable, get on air and talk to a
bogged? I once did Field Day with a
tenna masts to)
club where, despite the large number of range of people. Right now it doesn't
helpers, it took hours to set up and dis- matter much where they are, but you
* Sloping ground and/or water in fado want to be heard and for there to
mantle the truly impressive portable
be people around when you set up. HF voured transmitting directions
station. Others spend months (and
is best for these purposes and is conthousands of dollars) kitting out
(continued on next page)
centrated on here.
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(continued from previous page)
* Sufficient room to erect masts and
wires without getting in the way of other
users

Examples include 80 metres
(evenings), 160 metres AM (ground
wave during the day), 10 metres.

(Summer sporadic E or DX openings)
and 17 metres (when there's a major
contest on 20 metres). If you're up for a
* Distance from power lines and other
potential man made interference sources challenge, consider dawn or dusk greyline DX on the lower HF bands. More
on the properties of various bands in
* General site amenity. Eg shade, shelthe Foundation guide to frequencies
ter from wind and rain, decks/tables/
and at QRP activity by band.
seating, lighting, etc.
* Ease and availability of access. If driving, how near can you get to the favoured operating position? And if it's a
park, do the gates shut at night?
* Proximity to home
The relative importance of these factors
will vary according to the bands used,
and the type and distance of contacts
desired. If you're into DXing you may be
willing to go for a further or less comfortable site if it means lower noise, better
ground slope or water in the chosen direction. More on this later.

Antennas
A half wavelength of wire (20 metres on
40 metres or 10 metres on 20 metres)
is the basic building block for HF portable antennas. Don't believe me? Jam
a quarter wavelength of wire into your
antenna socket and try to make contacts. You'll get some but adding another quarter wave to the transceiver's
ground should improve results.

Bands
You can often get by with just one band,
though another one or two improves operating flexibility and range of contacts.
Forty metres is a good all-round band
where there's many hams within 300 to
Inverted Vee Antenna
1000km, allowing contacts at most
times. Add contacts up to about 1000km,
increasing to 3000km around dusk. 20
metres isn't so good for closer in but
comes good over distances of 1000 3000km and worldwide for multi-hop.
Antennas for both bands are easy to
build and not too large.
At certain times and places other band
come into their own.
Magnetic Loop Antenna

The main differences are how you
support it, how you orient it and how
you feed it. The method chosen depends on what's most convenient
and the types of contacts desired.
Below I describe the variants most
useful for portable operating.
Centre fed half wave horizontal
dipole
Take your half wavelength of wire,
fold it and cut into two equal lengths.
Attach any length of feedline to the
centre.
String the antenna ends between
two trees and have the feedline
hanging down. If the feeder is coaxial cable you'll have an antenna efficient for one band and won't need
an antenna coupling unit. Whereas
with open wire the antenna will operate efficiently on multiple bands but
will need an antenna coupling unit.
The basic half wave dipole will perform well up to medium distances,
with height an advantage for longer
distance contacts.
Inverted Vee Dipole
Everthing's the same as the dipole
above. The difference is that instead
of hoping there's two trees spaced
just the right distance apart, you
support it at its centre. The ends are
tied off to lower trees or fence posts.
Again good for reliable HF contacts
up to a few thousand kilometres,
with longer distance DX very possible.
Vertical dipole
Again the centre fed dipole is used
unchanged. But this time you support one end from a
high support so that the radiating
element is vertical.
(continued on next page)
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The feedline must be brought off to the
side, as near as 90 degrees as possible from the centre of the antenna. A
vertical dipole is difficult to arrange on
40 metres as a 20 metre high support
is needed. However they're much easier on 20 metres as only a 10 metre
support (such as a lightweight squid
pole) will suffice.
Especially if used over a conductive
ground, such as salt water, a vertical
dipole will outperform a horizontal dipole for long distance contacts because of its lower angle of radiation.
Because I normally operate near salt
water, I've become a big fan of vertical
dipoles for 20 metre QRP DXing. I
should warn you that they can be
noisy on receive, but this might be a
signal that it's time to try a quieter location.
End Fed Inverted Vee
Here's where we ditch the bulky coax
feedline and substitute a small Lmatch antenna coupler and short
counterpoise. As its not supporting
anything, the antenna wire can be the
lightest grade of insulated hook-up
wire. This lightness allows it to be supported on a telescopic squid pole, a
huge advantage near the beach without trees. An end-fed wire of approximately 20 - 22 metres long and a 9
metre pole provides good local and
medium distance results on 7 MHz.
Because of the coupler it provides
multiband capability.
It will tune on 14 MHz as a 1 wavelength end-fed but doesn't seem to be
as good as a vertical dipole for DX.
Alternatives include forming it into a
full wavelength loop on 14 MHz, or
using the same loop split at the top as

a bi-square on 28 MHz. The end-fed
inverted vee is highly recommended
for local and medium distance portable
work on 7 MHz and usable on other
frequencies as well. Generally the antenna should be mounted as high as
possible. In most areas, it should be
possible to find a suitable tree to support an antenna, though there are
cases when it would be wise to bring a
collapsible mast, for instance in the
mulga or at the beach where there's
few tall trees. Telescopic squid poles
have been particularly successful up to
heights of 9 or more metres. They will
work with end-fed wire antennas if the
thinnest type of plastic insulated wire
is used to minimise pole bending.
A 9 metre pole can easily support a

span of 20 metres; adequate for 7
MHz and up. Light duty squid poles
won't normally support even RG58
coax feedline unless it's run down the
pole and taped to it every metre or two
for support. Squid poles are too flimsy
to support a VHF beam but they'll work
with a lightweight antenna such as the
'hanging dipole' elsewhere on this site
provided the feedline is taped to the
pole. These poles have revolutionised
amateur portable operation due to
their low cost (under $50) and light
weight. There are other antennas suitable for portable usage, but those described are the simplest and most foolproof. More elaborate antennas are
not needed unless space is extremely
limited or gain is needed for DXing.

PSLARA BOARD
ELECTIONS
The PSLARA will hold elections at our
November meeting for President, VicePresident, Secretary, Treasurer and
Director positions.
The PSLARA promotes all facets of
Amateur Radio. As amateur radio operators we are dedicated to providing
emergency communications in the
event of local or national emergency
situations. The President (or Vice President as designated) shall preside over
Board of Directors and membership
meetings of PSLARA and shall provide
general supervision in all the affairs of
PSLARA. The Secretary shall provide
written minutes of Board and Membership meetings. The Treasurer shall receive all dues, funds, and fees and disperse as required by PSLARA and
have custody of PSLARA funds. If you
would like to serve as a PSLARA officer
or director, please let a Board member
know of your interest or email
info@pslara.com.

WHAT’S COMING UP IN THE OCTOBER-NOVEMBER 2019 NEWSLETTER
The next PSLARA Beacon Newsletter
will be all about working DX (foreign
stations on HF and VHF (6 meters).
Topics will include propagation, antennas, QSLing, awards, and operating
modes (CW, SSB, and digital).
Do you have some exotic QSL
cards? If so, send us a scan and we
will try to include a few in the next
newsletter.
Email info@pslara.com.

PSLARA BEACON
TYPES OF ATTIC & LOW PROFILE ANTENNAS

What type of attic antenna
are you using?
Come to our September
meeting and share your antenna design & experience.

